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What lists, systems, and self-help books have failed to do for young moms in the trenches, Jesus

can accomplish blindfolded. Yes, moms are busy, they need a break, and they&#39;d just like a

shower. But they are also strong and brilliant and have the power to move mountains. Bestselling

author and speaker Jen Hatmaker takes the words and deeds of Jesus, adds the humor of a

mom&#39;s observations on life, and offers messages of grace and encouragement. She shows

overburdened moms forty things Jesus doesn&#39;t expect them to do on their own. Covering

areas such as worry, marriage, priorities, money, and the trap of comparison, this lively Bible

teacher brings Jesus&#39;s message alive in a format geared to the short moments moms have

that can be allotted to reflection. This is a devotional for the woman inside the mom--the Bible

student, the learner, the world-changer.
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Jen HatmakerÂ has written eleven books and Bible studies for women, including theÂ New York

TimesÂ bestsellingÂ For the Love,Â A Modern Girl&#39;s Guide to Bible Study, andÂ Interrupted.

At least partial credit goes to her kids--Gavin, Sydney, Caleb, Ben, and Remy--for supplying a

steady stream of material. Jen has been happily married to her husband, Brandon, for twenty years,

and they live in Austin, Texas, where they planted Austin New Church. Jen speaks at conferences

and retreats all over the nation. If you&#39;d like her to come to your event, check out

www.jenhatmaker.com.



Almost every devotion speaks right to me. I do not particularly like devotions like Jesus Calling. Just

too poetic, but don't feel very applicable to me. These devotions are like talking to a girlfriend from

the heart. They are reminders and thoughts that help me as a wife and mom. If you love Jen

Hatmaker, you'll love these devotions. I have read the book a couple times and will read the

devotions again. I actually read quite a few at one time because I just can't put the book down!

Short chapters make this relatable devotional easy for moms to read. Each chapter offers a unique

perspective and practical application for being a mom. Your parenting style, view of your kids, and

view of yourself will be changed for the better. This book is a keeper to read over and over again.

I'm a mom of five kids and time hasn't always been something I've had a lot of. This daily devotional

was easy to find time for. It was both entertaining and had deep insights. I love how transparent Jen

is about motherhood, sharing both the joys and her missteps in funny and relatable ways.

Good book for mothering our children. It mixes practical parenting advice with scripture.

I've just recently discovered Jen and am loving everything she's written. This book speaks to me as

a mom. I do have 10, 12, and 14 year-olds and do feel that many chapters still greatly apply to me

(someone had reviewed that it's geared toward moms of younger children). So much of what we

speaks about easily applies to my life. I love the short chapters which contain a personal story,

small lesson, and connection to scripture/Jesus. I love that it doesn't sound "preachy."

Love Jen Hatmaker, and this is a great book for moms of littles. I totally recommend it.

I love Jen Hatmaker's style. She's honest, witty and vulnerable. I found a lot of encouragement from

these devotionals. If you're looking for a quick daily dose of parenting encouragement, and a few

laughs, this is for you.

The short, funny, down to earth and easy to digest devotionals are nonetheless full of truth and food

for thought. The questions at the end of each devotional can easily get you started on that which

needs improvement. A delightful devotional that I was sad to finish. I will start yet again and this time

I will probably journal.
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